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Abstract 
 
The group 𝑆𝑛       of signed Brauer diagrams with no horizontal edges becomes a 
subgroup of  𝑆2𝑛 .  Therefore, it is natural to find the elements of  𝑆𝑛       which are 
even permutations in  𝑆2𝑛 . There are 2
𝑛−1𝑛!  such elements that form a subgroup 
of  𝑆2𝑛 . Consequently, 𝑆𝑛  has a class of subgroups of order 1,  2
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results it is shown that every group of order  𝑛 𝑛 − 1 … ( 
𝑛
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𝑆𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑤 2 −  𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 of order 2 
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1. Introduction 
 Parvathi and Kamaraj [2] defined signed Brauer algebras 𝐵𝑛      𝑥  over ℂ,  
(𝑥 ∈ ℂ) having basis consisting of signed diagrams 𝑑    , which consist of two 
rows of 𝑛 points labelled {1,2, … , 𝑛} in first row and {(𝑛 + 1), (𝑛 + 2), … ,2𝑛} in 
second row,  with each dot joined to precisely one other dot (distinct  from 
itself).  Each edge of the diagram  𝑑      has a direction: either positive or negative. A 
positive vertical (horizontal) edge is denoted by ↓ (→) and a negative vertical 
(horizontal) edge is denoted by ↑ (←).  An element in 𝐵5      𝑥  is given as:  
 To define multiplication in 𝐵𝑛     (𝑥), it is enough to define the product of two 
signed diagrams 𝑑1      and 𝑑2     ,  to do so place 𝑑1       above 𝑑2       and join 
corresponding points (interior signed loops are deleted). Let 𝑑3       be the signed 
diagram obtained in this way. An edge in 𝑑3       is positive (negative) according 
as the number of negative edges involved to form this edge is even (odd). 
Similarly, a loop β in 𝑑1     𝜊𝑑2      is so called positive (negative). 
The multiplication is then defined 
𝑑1     𝜊𝑑2     = 𝑥
2𝑛1+𝑛2𝑑3      
where 𝑛1 and 𝑛2 are the numbers of positive and negative loops respectively 
formed placing 𝑑1      above  𝑑2     . 
The set of signed Brauer diagrams 𝐵𝑛       contains the set of Brauer diagrams 𝐵𝑛  
(each Brauer diagram corresponds to same underlying diagram with all positive 
edges). For more detail on Brauer and signed Brauer algebras, one can refer to 
[3,4,5,6]. The Brauer diagrams with no horizontal edges form a permutation group, 
by identifying a Brauer diagram with a permutation  𝜋  connecting the  thi   upper 
vertex to the  thi)(   lower vertex. In a similar way, the signed Brauer diagrams 
with no horizontal edges form a group 𝑆𝑛        which corresponds to the wreath product 
of  2Z  by  𝑆𝑛  [see 1]. The group  𝑆𝑛       becomes a subgroup of 𝑆2𝑛 . In order to 
identify 𝑆𝑛       as a subgroup of 𝑆2𝑛 ,  first divide the set   
1,2, . . . n, . . . ,2n  
into two equal parts that is the numbers   n  and   n. To distinguish the 
numbers less than or equal to 𝑛  and greater than 𝑛 , we fix the notation         
r1,r2, . . . ,rn  for the numbers less than or equal to n and  𝑠1, 𝑠2, … , 𝑠𝑛  for the 
numbers greater than n. We fix another notation as: 
 For each  i  1,2, . . . ,2n,   we denote by  i   the number given by:  
i 
i  n, 1  i  n,
i  n, n  i  2n
.
  
Thus  𝑟𝑖
∗ > 𝑛;  𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛  and  𝑠𝑗
∗ ≤ 𝑛;  𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑛.   
The elements of    𝑆𝑛         are identified in 𝑆2𝑛  as follows: 
 Let 𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑛       have a negative edge 
 
between 𝑟𝑖   and 𝑠𝑘 . Then the number 𝑟𝑖(≤ 𝑛) ⟼ 𝑠𝑘(> 𝑛) and 𝑟𝑖
∗ ⟼ 𝑠𝑘
∗  under  𝜎  
in 𝑆2𝑛   and vice-versa. If we have a positive edge 
 
between  𝑟𝑖   and 𝑠𝑘 . Then 𝑟𝑖 ⟼ 𝑠𝑘
∗  and 𝑟𝑖
∗ ⟼ 𝑠𝑘 . 
Example 1.1. Consider the eight elements of 𝑆2      given below: 
 
According to the above definition, the elements of 𝑆2      are identified in  𝑆4  as 
follows: 
           
 𝑒,  2 4 ,  1 3 ,  1 3  2 4 ,  1 2  3 4 ,  1 2 3 4 ,  1 4 3 2 , (1 4 )(2 3) . 
     
As 𝑆𝑛       is a subgroup of 𝑆2𝑛 ,  we started this paper with the aim of finding the 
elements of  𝑆𝑛      which correspond to even permutations in 𝑆2𝑛  and prove that the 
elements of    𝑆𝑛         having even number of negative edges (see Theorem 3.1) are 
even permutations in 𝑆2𝑛 .  Since the product of two negative edges in  𝐵𝑛       gives a  
positive edge and product of  negative and positive edges is a negative edge, it is 
easy to see that these elements form a subgroup of   𝑆𝑛         and hence of 𝑆2𝑛 . The total 
number of elements with even number of negative directions in  𝑆𝑛      is given by: 
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2.  Even Permutations of   𝑆𝑛         in 𝑆2𝑛  
First, we prove that the elements of   𝑆𝑛         having positive direction of all the edges 
are even permutations in 𝑆2𝑛 .  We, very often, use  ji sr   for  ji sr )(   and  
ji sr    for  ji sr )(   when 𝜎 is understood. 
 
Lemma 2.1. If 𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑛      has  positive direction of all the edges, then  𝜎  is  an  even 
permutation in  𝑆2𝑛 .  
Proof. Let  𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑛       has all edges of positive direction. Then  ,nri    goes to some  
nsr jj 
)(   under  𝜎.  Consequently,  ir   goes to some  

jr jj ss 
)(   and both  ,ir
.ns j   In this way, we get 
r1    r2   ...3r  ri,  
and 
r1

   r2

  ...3
r   ri
.  
  
Note that r i  r1

 and  r i
  r1  because this is only possible if we have a 
negative edge between  r i   and  r1
.   Since direction of all the edges of  𝜎 is 
positive, there is only one possibility of having  1rri    and hence  
*
1rri 
   using a 
positive edge between  𝑟𝑖   and  r1
. Therefore, corresponding to every cycle  r1    
r2    r3. . . r i  written using the numbers  ≤ 𝑛,  there is another cycle  r1    r2    
)...3

irr   of the numbers greater than  n   having same length. So 𝜎 is an even 
permutation in  𝑆2𝑛 . 
 
Example 2.2. Consider an element 
 
   
of  𝑆5      having all edges of positive direction. This element becomes 
(1  3  5  2  4)(6  8  10  7  9 ) 
in  𝑆10 . 
For 𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑛       with negative direction of all the edges, any cycle  𝑐𝑖  ,  in the product 
of cycles of  𝜎,  no two numbers 𝑟𝑖  , 𝑟𝑗   occur together and same is true for 𝑠𝑖  , 𝑠𝑗   
also. With this observation, we have 
Lemma 2.3. Let 𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑛       has negative direction of all the edges. Then, length of 
each cycle in the product of  𝜎   in  𝑆2𝑛   is always even. 
Proof. Since all the edges are of negative direction, any number  nri    goes to a 
number .ns j   Since  ,ns j 
  js   can be ir . In this case, we get a transposition  
)(  

ii rr .  Let 1(r  ...)1s   be a cycle in the product of  .   In this cycle no  ji rr ,   or  ji ss ,   
occur together as all the edges are of negative direction. Moreover the last number 
will be some  .nsk    For, if we have a cycle of the type  1(r  1s  2r  ...2s  )kr  . Then  
1rrk    gives a positive edge between  kr   and  .
*
1r  Hence any cycle in the product 
of 𝜎   will be of the type  1(r  1s  2r  12 ... krs  )ks   having length  .2k   
 
The above result does not depend   on whether 𝑛 is even or odd. However, the 
number of cycles in the product of  𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑛       having negative direction of all the 
edges depends upon n  as observed in the following examples. 
 
 
 
Example  2.4. For n  to be odd, consider an element 
 
  
of  𝑆5      having all edges of negative direction. This element becomes 
(1  7  3  9)(6  2  8  4)(5  10)  in  𝑆10 .  Clearly, length of each cycle in the product of  
𝜎  is even, but number of cycles is 3.   
 
Example 2.5. For n to be even, consider an element 
    
   
of  𝑆6      having all edges of negative direction which becomes 
 (1  8  4  9)(7  2  10  3)(5  12)(6  11)  in  𝑆12 .  Here, again the length of each cycle 
is even, but the number of cycles is also even.  
 
With these observations, we prove a general result regarding the number of cycles 
of  𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑛       having negative direction of all the edges. 
 
Lemma 2.6. Let 𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑛       has negative direction of all the edges. Then the number 
of disjoint cycles in the product of  𝜎  is even if n is even and odd if  n  is odd. 
Proof. For given  𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑛       with negative direction of all the edges,  note that 𝜎 
fixes no  ir   or  ,js  as ii rr )(   if and only if we have a positive edge between 𝑟𝑖   
and  .ir   Similarly  jj ss )(  if and only if we have a positive edge between  

js   
and  .js   Therefore all the numbers  nnn 2,...1,,...,3,2,1    will be involved in the 
cycles of  𝜎.  We discuss different cases for involvement of even or odd number of 
numbers in a cycle of 𝜎.   Here we also use the fact observed in Lemma 2.3  that in 
any cycle of  𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑛     ,  no  ir , jr   or  ,is  js   occur together as all the edges are of 
negative direction. 
Case (i) Suppose we want to involve two numbers from each side of n  in the 
product of cycles of 𝜎,  then the only possibility is  ji sr   )(
 ij rs   and  

ir

js  . 
In this case, we get two cycles  )(   ji sr   and  

ir( ).

js   
The possibility of having these four numbers in a single cycle is ruled out because 
these four numbers will be in one cycle if and only if we have a positive edge 
between  js   and  .

jr   
Further, if we want to use four numbers from each side of n, then 
 
 
 ,2211 srsr    
and   
   11 sr  .22
 sr    
 
 
(Note that without loss of generality, we can start with  r1,  because if we start 
with  s1  then we are writing the second row in place of first). Here we take  
,ii rs    otherwise we get two cycles of length 2, which we have already 
discussed). These sequences will terminate if  12 rs    and  ,12
 rs    because  
,12
 rs    12 rs 
   being on the same side of  n  as  𝜎  has all negative edges. So we 
get two cycles  
 r1 s1 r2  s2  and  r1 s1 r2 s2.  
In general, the involvement of an even number of numbers from each side is 
possible if and only if we take   
 ii srsrsr  ...2211    ,   
and 
           r1
  s1  ....22  ii srsr    
Again, in this case, we get two cycles   r1  s1  r2  s2  . . . . r i  s i   and  r1
 s1

 
r2

 s2
. . . . . r i

 s i
.    
Case (ii) Now suppose that only one number from either side of  n  is involved in a 
cycle of  𝜎 , then  ii rr    and we get only one cycle ir(    )

ir  , a negative 
transposition. 
Three  numbers can be involved from either side of n  in a cycle of  𝜎  if and only 
if 
 r1   s1   r2,s1  r1   and  r2  s1  
and 
      r1
  s1  r2.   
These sequences will terminate if  r2   r1   and  r2  r1, because  r2  r1   
and  r2

  r1

  being on the same side of  n.  So,  we get a single cycle  r1 s1  r2
r1
 s1
 r2
.   
In general, if an odd number of  𝑟𝑖   and 𝑠𝑖   are to be involved from either side of  n  
in a cycle of  𝜎, then 
        r1   s1   r2   s2  r3  s3  r4. . . . . s i1  r i   
 and 
        r1

  s1   r2   s2  r3   s3  r4. . . s i1  r i.   
These sequences will terminate if  r i   r1   and  r i  r1,   because  r i  r1   
and  r i

    r1

  being on the same side of  n. So we get a single cycle  r1 s1r2
s2. . . s i1 r i  r1
 s1

 r2
 s2
. . . . s i1
 r i
   of even length. 
Therefore we conclude that there are two type of cycles in the product of     : 
 (i) cycles having even number of  𝑟𝑖 ≤ 𝑛  and 
(ii) cycles having odd number of  𝑟𝑖 ≤ 𝑛.  
The cycles of first kind exist in pair.  A cycle of second kind, having length 2t, 
corresponds to some odd number t  which exists in 𝜆 ⊢ 𝑛.  Therefore if   n is even, 
then corresponding to an odd number t  in the partition 𝜆 ⊢ 𝑛 ,  there exists  𝑡 ′   an 
odd number in the same partition  𝜆 ⊢ 𝑛.  Hence we get a pair of cycles of type 2t  
and  2t
’
  (see case (ii)). Hence, the number of cycles in the product of  𝜎  will be 
even if n  is even and odd if  𝑛  is odd. 
 
As an easy consequence of the above result, we have 
Corollary 2.7. Any cycle in the product of  𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑛       having all the edges of 
negative direction,  ends with some 𝑠𝑗  if it starts with 𝑟𝑖 . 
 
Corollary 2.8. Let 𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑛      with n even, has negative direction of all the edges. 
Then,  𝜎  is not a  2𝑛 –cycle in 𝑆2𝑛 . 
Proof. This falls in the case (i) of the above theorem. In this case, for each cycle, 
there corresponds another cycle of the same length, in the product of  𝜎. Hence any 
such 𝜎 cannot be a single cycle of length 2n.  
 
Using the above results proved for  𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑛      having negative direction of all the 
edges, we have 
Proposition 2.9. Let  𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑛       with n even, has negative direction of all the edges. 
Then  𝜎  is an even permutation in  𝑆2𝑛 . 
Proof. By lemma 2.6, number of disjoint cycles of  𝜎  in  𝑆2𝑛   is even if and only if 
n  is even. Also by lemma 2.3, length of each cycle of 𝜎  is even. Even number of 
disjoint cycles with even length will give even number of transpositions, hence 𝜎  
is an even permutation in  𝑆2𝑛 . 
 
3.  Main Results 
 
Now we prove the main results of this paper. 
Theorem 3.1. For 𝑛 ≥ 2, let  
2
0,2 nmrmn   and .0 nr    Then 𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑛       is an 
even permutation in 𝑆2𝑛  if and only if 𝜎 has m2   edges of negative direction.  
Proof. First, we analyze the role of  positive and negative edges to get a cycle in 
the product of  𝜎  in 𝑆2𝑛 . 
One negative edge between  ir   and  

ir   gives a transposition  ir(  )

ir   in  𝑆2𝑛 . Thus, 
if we have such  m2  negative edges, then we get an even number of 
transpositions  1(r    ),1
r 2(r    ),2
r 3(r    mrr 23 (),...,
    )2

mr   in  𝑆2𝑛  corresponding to these 
negative edges. The remaining positive edges give pair of cycles of equal length as 
observed in Lemma 2.1 and hence  𝜎  is an even permutation in  𝑆2𝑛 . 
Suppose some mixed positive and negative edges give a cycle in the product of  .   
Note that two numbers  ,ir  jr   or  ,is  js   in a cycle occur if and only if there is a 
positive edge and two numbers  ,ir  js   or  ,is  jr   occur if and only if there is a 
negative edge. 
Case (i) Suppose a sequence of the type 
                                   ....1r ...is   jr   
occurs inside a cycle of  .  In this sequence, there are even number of changes 
from  ir   to  is   and  js   to  ir   (possibly no change). As observed above this 
sequence occurs if and only if there exists a sequence of even number of negative 
edges (possibly no negative edge). But then we also have 
                                  ...1
r  ...is . 

jr   
In order to complete the cycles either   jr  1r   and hence  

 jr  

1r   or  jr  

1r   
and hence  jr  .1r  Here we are not taking the case  jr  

jr  because that will 
remove  jr   and  

 jr   from this cycle and single cycles have been discussed earlier. 
Subcase (i)   jr  1r   and  

 jr  

1r  . This is only possible with an additional 
positive edge between  jr   and  

1r  . Therefore the number of  negative edges used 
remain even. Hence in this case, we have used even number of negative edges with 
some positive edges and we get two cycles  .......( 1 isr  ) jr   and  )........(  1

ji rsr   
contributing an even number of transpositions in the product of  .   
Subcase (ii)   jr  

1r   and  

 jr  .1r  This is only possible with an additional 
negative edge between   jr   and  

1r  . Hence in this case, number of negative edges 
used changes to odd and we get a single cycle  .......( 1 isr   jr ).........  1

ji rsr   Clearly the 
length of this cycle is even as number of  ir   = number of  ir   and number of  

is  = 
number of  .is   This contributes an odd number of transpositions in the product of 
𝜎.   
Case (ii) Now consider a sequence of the type 
......1 irr       ....  ji ss   
 Here, there are odd number of changes from  ir   to  is   and  js   to  jr   (both 
included). Hence this sequence occurs inside a cycle of 𝜎   if and only if there 
exists a sequence of odd number of negative edges. But then we also have  
......1

irr   ....  

ji ss    
Again in order to complete the cycle either  1rs j    and hence  

1rs j    or  

1rs j    
and hence  .1rs j 
   
Subcase (i)  1rs j    and  

1rs j   . This is only possible with an additional negative 
edge between  js   and  

1r  . Hence, in this case, number of negative edges used, 
changes to even and we get two cycles  )............(   1 jii ssrr   and  .......( 1

irr )...  

ji ss   
contributing an even number of transpositions in the product of  .   
Subcase (ii)  1rs j    and  .1rs j 
   This is possible only with an additional positive 
edge between   1rs j   . In this case number of negative edges used remains odd 
and we get a cycle  
jii ssrr ............(   1  .......1

irr )....  

ji ss  
of even length. This contributes in product of     an odd number of transpositions. 
 
Conclusion: With the above observations, finally we conclude that an even 
number of negative edges (possibly zero) together with some positive edges 
contribute two cycles of same length in the product of 𝜎   and an odd number of 
negative edges (possibly one) contribute a product of odd number of transpositions 
for 𝜎 .  If we take any odd number  r   in a partition of  2m , then there exists an 
another odd number  r   in this partition. Hence, by above discussion it follows 
that in the product of  𝜎,    there are pairs of cycles of equal length contributing to 
even number of transposition and some more even number of transpositions 
coming from the pairs r(  , )r  of negative edges  ( r  and r  are odd numbers). 
Therefore, 𝜎 is an even permutation in  𝑆2𝑛 . 
 
 Let  𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑛       has 2𝑘 + 1 (𝑘 ≥ 1)  edges with negative direction.  Then in any 
partition of  2𝑘 + 1, the number of odd numbers will be odd. Therefore, from the 
above discussion, the total number of transposition in the product of 𝜎  in 𝑆2𝑛   will 
odd. 
 
Theorem 3.2. Let  𝐴𝑛     = {𝜎 ∈ 𝑆𝑛     |  𝜎 has even number of negative edges.  Then  
𝐴𝑛       is a normal subgroup of  𝑆𝑛       of order  2
𝑛−1𝑛!.  Further 𝐴𝑛     = 𝑆𝑛      ∩  𝐴2𝑛    and 
hence  𝑆2𝑛   has a subgroup of order  2
𝑛−1𝑛!.  In particular, 𝑆𝑛  has a subgroup of 
order 2
  
𝑛
2
 −1  
𝑛
2
  of even permutations.  
Proof. The multiplication defined in 𝐵𝑛       yields that  𝐴𝑛     ≤ 𝐵𝑛     . The result 𝐴𝑛     =
𝑆𝑛      ∩  𝐴2𝑛  follows from Theorem 3.1. The order of 𝐴𝑛      is  2
𝑛−1𝑛! as observed in 
the Introduction.  Also, [𝑆𝑛     : 𝐴𝑛 ]       = 2 implies that 𝐴𝑛     ⊲ 𝑆𝑛      . Since  𝑆2𝑛   is a 
subgroup of  𝑆2𝑛+1, we have a more general result, 𝑆𝑛  has subgroups of order 1,  
22−12!,  23−13!, . . ., 2
  
𝑛
2
 −1  
𝑛
2
 ! for  𝑛 ≥ 2. 
 
Example 3.3. For   k = 2 and 3, we have 2=2.0+2, 2=2.1+0 and 3=2.0+3, 
3=2.1+1.  Therefore, 𝑆6  has two subgroups 𝐴2        and  𝐴3       of order 
2𝐶0 2! + 2𝐶2 2! = 2
2−12! = 4 and  3𝐶0 3! + 3𝐶2 3! =  2
 
6
2
 −1  
6
2
 !  223! 24 
respectively, which are obtained from the elements of 𝑆2     and  𝑆3      having even 
number of negative edges.  
The subgroup 𝐴2         can be written from Example 1.1; that is,  
{e,(13)(24),(12)(34),(14)(23)}. Here, we find the subgroup  𝐴3        as follows: 
  
,            , 
 
 ,     , 
 ,         , 
 
,       
 
  ,      , 
 
   ,       ,        
 ,          ,     
 ,           ,   
     ,         ,      
 ,              ,      
 ,               ,       
 ,                   
 
Finally, we obtain a result as an application of Theorem 3.2. 
Corollary 3.4. Every group of order 𝑛 𝑛 − 1 … ( 
𝑛
2
 + 1)  has a 𝑆𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑤 2 −
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 subgroup of order 2 
𝑛
2
 
. 
Proof. Using theorem 3.2, 2
 
𝑛
2
  
𝑛
2
 !  | 𝑛!, hence  
2
  
𝑛
2
 −1 
 | 𝑛 𝑛 − 1 …   
𝑛
2
 + 1 . We claim that 
2
  
𝑛
2
 +1 
 ∤ 𝑛 𝑛 − 1 …   
𝑛
2
 + 1 , n≥ 2. 
For, we show that 
  
𝑛
2
 + 1   
𝑛
2
 + 2 …n = 2 
𝑛
2
 𝑘, for some positive odd integer 𝑘.  
 The result is true for  𝑛 = 2.  
Suppose that the result is true for all integers 𝑡, 2 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑛. 
Case(i) If 𝑛 is even, then 
2
𝑛
2𝑘 =  
n
2
+ 1  
n
2
+ 2 …𝑛 
implies  
2
 
𝑛+1
2
 𝑘 =   
𝑛 + 1
2
 + 1   
𝑛 + 1
2
 + 2 …𝑛, 
which yields 
2
 
𝑛+1
2
 𝑘 𝑛 + 1 =   
𝑛+1
2
 + 1   
𝑛+1
2
 + 2 … (𝑛 + 1), 
where 𝑘 𝑛 + 1  is odd. 
Case(ii) If 𝑛 is odd, then 
2
 
𝑛
2
 𝑘 =   
𝑛
2
 + 1   
𝑛
2
 + 2 …𝑛 
implies 
2
𝑛−1
2 𝑘 =  
n + 1
2
  
n + 3
2
 …𝑛, 
which yields 
2
𝑛+1
2 𝑘 =  
n + 1
2
+ 1  
n + 1
2
+ 2 …  𝑛 + 1 . 
So every group of order  𝑛 𝑛 − 1 … ( 
𝑛
2
 + 1)  has a 𝑆𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑤 2 − 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 of 
order 2
 
𝑛
2
 
. 
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